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True or False?
1) My campus has GLB student organizations supported by student government funds.
2) My campus has GLB support groups through our counseling center.
3) My campus has a GLB faculty / staff association.
4) My campus has courses regarding GLB history and culture.
5) My campus’ affirmative action statement includes sexual orientation.
6) My campus has a minority affairs office that includes sexual orientation.
7) My housing office has a clearly stated policy in the student handbook or conduct code that
prohibits harassment and discrimination to minorities and includes GLB people.
8) My housing office does not grant immediate room changes on the basis of sexual orientation,
unless there is a threat of danger to the resident.
9) I have openly GLB people on my professional staff.
10) I have openly GLB people on my student staff.
11) There is a workshop each semester on GLB issues that is handled through our training program.
12) We monitor publications, fliers, and handbooks to assure that they do not exclude GLB people by
assuming heterosexuality.
13) There is a policy that allows married couples to serve as hall director / area coordinators, and we
extend this same policy to gay and lesbian couples.
14) There is a strong commitment in our office to treat all people equally. This is as evident with our
GLB population as it is with racial minorities.
15) GLB people find my campus community a relatively comfortable environment.
16) GLB people say that our housing office is a visibly supportive unit.
17) When there is an office social, GLB colleagues are encouraged to bring their significant others or
partners.
*** For more information, see: Evans, Nancy and Vernon Wall. Beyond Tolerance: Gays, Lesbians, and Bisexuals on Campus.
American College Personnel Association, 1991.
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